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Quality control in laboratory investigations
on Schistosoma mansoni on St Lucia, West Indies:
a staff assessment scheme *
R. K. BARTHOLOMEW' & M. J. GODDARD2

A method is described for the supervision of technicians engaged in microscopical
screening of large numbers of stools for Schistosoma mansoni ova. The scheme presents
graphically a regularly updated longitudinal evaluation of both individual and group
standards of technical competence.

The results of large-scale field investigations into
diseases such as malaria, filariasis, and schistoso-
miasis generally depend on the technical ability of
relatively untrained local staff employed as micro-
scopists.

Previous papers describing such programmes
make either no mention of, or only a passing refer-
ence to, any laboratory supervision. Furthermore,
we have been unable to find published any scheme
that offers an assessment of the competence ofjunior
staff.

In successful parasite control schemes with a
decreasing frequency of positive findings, it becomes
of increasing importance to maintain a high stan-
dard of microscopy. In the schistosomiasis control
programme on St Lucia we have used a 'false
negative rate '(1) to check on possible variation in
the standard of microscopy. This may be defined as
the calculated number of positive slides missed on
examination, expressed as a proportion of the total
number of positives in the sample examined.

Additionally, since January 1974, we have been
using the scheme outlined below with progress charts
to demonstrate levels of both individual and group
efficiency.

METHOD

The laboratory has ten St Lucian staff and one
expatriate laboratory supervisor engaged on stool
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examination principally for Schistosoma mansoni
ova, although all other helminth ova of medical
importance are also recorded during the screening.
During the period from 1 January 1974 until 31
December 1976, over 64000 stools were examined
qualitatively after sedimentation in a formol/glycerol
solution, and all those found positive during exam-
ination of up to three slides per sample were then
quantitatively examined using the Bell technique (2).
After the qualitative examination, the microscopists
placed the three slides, if reported negative, into
wooden racks that were then passed to the labora-
tory supervisor (R.K.B.).
Approximately 10% of these sets of slides were

then checked by the supervisor, either to confirm the
microscopist's findings or to be recorded as ' missed
positives '. The individual microscopist did not
know which slides would be selected for re-examina-
tion.
To ensure the validity of the statistical assessment,

the selection of slides for checking should be prop-
erly designed. Such a system would randomly allo-
cate slides to be checked, producing a constant flow
of these slides. As the material dries rapidly, even if
placed in a moist cabinet, this would require the
constant attention of the supervisor, and this was
not possible in this laboratory. The present subjec-
tive system did, however, allow more attention to be
paid to newer, less experienced staff, and to staff
whose records of missed positives were worse than
average.
When such a ' missed positive' was found the

relevant technician's attention was drawn to it im-
mediately, and a note was kept of the technician's
name, the specimen number, and the date the mis-
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take was made. At the end of each week totals were
made of each microscopist's work output, the num-
ber of their stools checked by the supervisor, and the
number of' missed positives ' found.
These results were then incorporated into a record

of cumulative totals of checks made on each techni-
cian (N), plus cumulative missed positives found (R)
since employment commenced.

CHARTS

Charts were constructed to facilitate both record-
keeping and interpretation of results. Fig. 1 presents
a typical chart. As more checks are made the cumu-
lative line moves to the right, with a step upwards
whenever an error is detected (i.e., R increases).
The two lines other than the observed results

require explanation. While some missed positives are
expected, it is hoped to keep them to a standard level
(i.e., 1 in 30), as represented by the straight, dotted
line, or better. A good performance is represented by
a path below this straight, dotted line. A technician
may perform in an acceptable way and yet surpass
the straight line due to random fluctuations. The
curved, dashed line represents three standard devia-
tions above this level, marking the limit of an accept-
able performance. When a performance is unaccept-
able the cumulative line will cross this 'boundary
line ', indicating that the poor results are not due
solely to random error. The dashed curve attempts
to separate the results into acceptable (those below
the curve) and unacceptable (those above). While the
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Fig. 1. Group progress chart: 1 January 1974 to
31 December 1976.

Table 1. Probability of claiming technician's results as
unacceptable by the 5000th sample checked

No. of Technicians' actual error rate
standard
deviations 1/35 1/30 1/25 1/20 1/15

2.5 0.16 0.24 0.78 1.00 1.00

3.0 0.09 0.14 0.60 1.00 1.00

3.5 0.07 0.09 0.42 1.00 1.00

4.0 0.04 0.05 0.25 0.99 1.00

results of some technicians may frequently lie be-
tween the curved and straight lines, those showing
an error rate greater than the standard will even-
tually cross the acceptance boundary.
The curve was calculated using the normal ap-

proximation to the binomial distribution, and is a
fixed number of standard deviations above the
straight line. It is calculated by means of the equa-
tion:

RL = Np+d Np (1-p)

where RL is the upper limit, p the standard (or null)
error rate (p = 1/30), and d the number of standard
deviations.
The selection of d required some attention to the

importance of two aspects of the system's behaviour.
The smaller d is, the narrower the zone between the
standard level and the acceptance level, and the
faster any true error rate exceeding the acceptance
level will be detected. This comes at a cost: there is a
higher probability of claiming as unacceptable a
series of results that is intrinsically acceptable, but
which rises solely due to random variation. The use of
a higher d value changes these properties, but pre-
serves their antagonism: while there is less chance of
incorrectly censuring an acceptable performance, it
takes longer to detect a truly unacceptable techni-
cian.

It is possible to measure these characteristics
quantitatively and to this end a Monte Carlo simula-
tion was performed. Using the limits outlined above
(with p = 1/30) for various values of d and various
underlying error rates, 5000 runs ofup to 5000 samples
were checked for each combination. A run continued
until the value of R (cumulative error rate) was equal
to or larger than the value of RL (acceptance level)
and at various values ofN the proportion rejected by
then was noted. Table 1 presents these probabilities
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Fig. 2. Comparison of a below average missed positive
rate of technician A with the development of an
unacceptable rate and subsequent improvement by
technician H.

ofa technician's results being unacceptablea fter 5000
checks had been made. (More results are available
from M.J.G. on request.)

It was felt that the appropriate balance between
the two antagonistic properties mentioned above
was at d = 3 for this scheme.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

A group progress chart utilizing the above values
(Fig. 1) shows the laboratory's record since January
1974.

It will be noticed that there was a fairly regular
rise and fall in the error rate each year correspond-
ing to the various prevalence rates in the areas under
examination, there being a yearly cycle in areas of
the island surveyed.

Similar charts were kept for individual micro-
scopists from the date of employment using the
same 1 in 30 'missed positive ' line and acceptance
level. The results of a technician with a good average
rate (Technician A) are shown in Fig. 2, compared
with a technician with a lower standard (Techni-
cian H). In the latter case, the graph shows' clearly
that even though an allowance was made for a

number of initial mistakes (by deleting them from
the graph) due to the discovery of a faulty micro-
scope, this technician's standard continued above
the required 1 in 30 line and reached the boundary
line on two occasions, the actual rate falling as low

Table 2. Current individual ' missed positive' rates for
ten technicians (A-J) a

No. of No. of MissedTechnician samples missed poivertre-examined positives pitier

A 463 8 1/58

B 402 2 1/201

C 951 22 1/43

D 754 21 1/36

E 552 22 1/25

F 350 5 1/70

G 492 11 1/45

H 647 28 1/23

1 490 17 1/29

J 494 1 1 1/45

Total present staff b 5595 147 1/38

Total all staff c 7038 192 1/37

a As at 31 December 1976.
b Different numbers of samples reflect the length of service of each

staff member.
c Incorporates results from staff no longer employed at the

laboratory.

as 1 in 16 at one period. More time was spent in
training this operator and the standard of work
eventually improved, i.e., to 1 in 23.

Table 2 shows the current range of ' missed posi-
tive' rates for the ten staff now employed (31
December 1976). The different numbers of checks
shown in this table reflect the length of service of the
individual technicians, while the overall group total
(since January 1974) includes results relating to staff
no longer employed.

DISCUSSION

It is for the individual laboratory to decide how
much weight to apportion to such arbitrary " accept-
ability" levels as our 1 in 30 rate, especially when
considering termination of employment of staff, but
it does serve as a very real spur to better perfor-
mance by the " lower than average " staff members.

All of the above testing is valid only when a
reasonably steady-state level of prevalence is as-
sumed, after taking into account normal area varia-
tion. This will not be the case on St Lucia in the
future, however, as the various schistosomiasis con-
trol schemes result in marked reductions in preva-
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lence of the disease. The relationship between num-
bers of ' missed positives ' and the disease prevalence
in the area under test, has been mentioned above in
relation to the fluctuations in Fig. 1. It is obvious
that in increasingly negative areas of decreasing
prevalence the apparently improving individual and

group 'missed positive ' rates on the charts do not
truly represent efficiency and other schemes may
have to be found. One of the authors R.K.B. is
currently evaluating such a scheme. Even in such
areas, however, qualitative testing does have an
important psychological effect on staff.
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RtSUM1t

CONTROLE DE LA QUALr DANS LES ENQUETES DE LABORATOIRE SUR SCHISTOSOMA MANSONI
A SAINTE-LUCIE, INDES OCCIDENTALES: UN PLAN D'EVALUATION DU PERSONNEL

Cette etude decrit le plan appliqu6 pendant une periode
de 3 ans pour contr8ler les r6sultats du travail de 10
techniciens effectuant sur une grande echelle des examens
de selles en vue de d&eler les ceufs de S. mansoni 6ven-
tuellement presents.
Le chefdu laboratoire, coauteur de l'etude, a reexamin6

environ 10% de tous les 6chantillons d6clares n6gatifs.
Chaque fois que des ceufs ont ete mis en evidence dans
lesdits echantillons, ceux-ci ont et6 portes en tant que
<positifs non d6cel6s* dans le diagramme individuel etabli
pour contrbler les progres r6alises par chaque technicien
depuis son entree en fonctions. Le travail de l'ensemble
de ce personnel est analyse dans un diagramme commun
permettant dejuger de l'efficacite du groupe en tant que tel.

Les deux types de diagramme comportent une ligne
pointillee repr6sentant le niveau standard d'efficacite
requis, lequel correspond A 1 .positif non d6cele> pour 30
echantillons examines. On peut voir sur chaque diagram-
me, en plus de cette ligne, une ligne parabolique d6ter-
minant l'acceptabilite. Elle correspond A 3 ecarts types
au-dessus du niveau standard, et chaque fois que la
courbe des resultats coupe cette ligne, ceux-ci sont consi-
deres comme inacceptables.

Outre qu'il permet d'enregistrer de maniere reguliere
les progres du personnel, un tel systeme joue un role
ind6niable en fixant un standard que tout le personnel doit
s'efforcer d'atteindre dans ses travaux.
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